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Abstract 
The paper deals with a grammatical micro-variation that can be observed between Coptic 
dialects. All dialects have a rich system of determiners, but in certain varieties simple 
definiteness can be marked by two series of definite articles. According to the proposed 
hypothesis, in dialects that make use of a double system of determination, in Bohairic and in 
Fayyumic, the distribution of the articles corresponds to the strategy as to how the referent of 
a noun phrase is identified in the given discourse. The main claim is that weak articles 
grammaticalized to encode inherently unique and inherently relational referents, while strong 
articles are used in anaphoric contexts. This model will account for the asymmetry attested in 




The aim of this paper is to describe in a comparative way how definiteness is marked in 
certain Coptic dialects. While the situation is well described in Sahidic, the distribution 
of definite determiners is less understood in Bohairic and Fayyumic, where simple 
definiteness is marked by two series of definite articles. The paper will overview this 
micro-variation, on the one hand, and aims to answer the question, on the other hand, 
what the functional difference is between the definite determiners in dialects that make 
use of a double system of determination. I will propose that the functional split can be 
explained by taking into consideration how the referent of a noun phrase can be 
identified in a given discourse. Even though the hypothesis presented in this paper has 
not been widely tested in the texts, it aims to explain certain features in grammar that 
have not been adequately accounted for. Moreover, some observations that come from 
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general linguistic literature, both synchronic and diachronic, may support the claims 
from a typological perspective as well. 
After a short introduction about the definite article in Egyptian and about the Coptic 
dialects, the notions of definiteness and referential marking will be addressed in Section 
2, also providing two semantic models that are able to handle the various uses of definite 
articles. Section 3 gives a survey of the article system in Sahidic, while Section 4 
presents the Bohairic system and offers a proposal as to how the two kinds of definite 
articles can be explained in terms of the different strategies of referential identification. 
Some preliminary studies on early Fayyumic will be presented in Section 5, and finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper with some typological considerations and some thoughts 
on language change.1  
1.2 The definite article in Egyptian 
Earlier Egyptian had no definite article. The systematic and consistent use of the article 
in all written registers can be dated to the New Kingdom, admitting that the definite 
article must have emerged (or more precisely, grammaticalized) as early as in colloquial 
Middle Egyptian. The Egyptian definite article − just like in many other languages − 
developed out of a series of demonstratives, the so called pA-series.2 Its emergence was 
one of the most significant changes in the history of the language, which also motivated 
to make a typologically distinction between the Earlier and the Later phase of Egyptian 
(as suggested by Loprieno (1995)). The emergence of the definite article had a more 
general consequence that concerns the complete reorganization of nominal constructions, 
but this latter topic falls out of the scope of the present paper. 
What factors conditioned the change in definiteness marking seems to be an 
understudied question in the literature. Not much attention has been given either to the 
early history of the definite article, or to the changes in its functions in the subsequent 
language stages. As to my knowledge, a detailed description of the process was only 
provided by Kroeber (1970) and Lopriono (1980). Recently, Kupreyev (2014) started to 
approach this linguistic problem in a more detailed manner.  
It must also be noted that while the more or less standardized written traditions of 
the language stages before Coptic concealed the possible geographical divergences, 
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  Work on this paper was supported by the János Bolyai Research Scholarship of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, which is gratefully acknowledged by the author. 
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  For definite and possessive articles in Late Egyptian, consult: Černy-Groll (1978: §3.2. and 
§3.5); Erman (1933: §§171−182); Junge (1996: §2.1.1-3); Loprieno (1995: 69); Neveu (1996: 
§2.1). 
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many differences can be attested in the article systems of the Coptic dialects, as will be 
discussed in the following sections below. 
1.3 The Coptic dialects 
The Coptic dialects have been claimed to differ mainly in pronunciation and spelling, in 
addition to minor diversities in vocabulary. The majority of grammatical features that 
might appear to be divergent between dialects manifests as formal varieties conditioned 
by general phonological rules and morphophonological correspondences (cf. Funk 
1991).3 Recently, more efforts have been done to demonstrate cases of micro-variation in 
syntax as well. It must be remembered, however, that there are no coherent syntactic 
descriptions for all the dialects attested between the 4th and the 6th centuries, except for 
Sahidic and Bohairic, whose significance and use in the written records goes beyond that 
period.4 Minor literary dialects, unfortunately, disappeared in later sources, thus a 
comparative study will always be restricted in time and will also be subject to chance as 
to how many and what type of manuscripts have been preserved. Due to the gaps in 
syntactic descriptions, the inter-relationship of some dialects is still a matter of debate; 
therefore, addressing even minor grammatical features in a systematic way may 
contribute to the understanding of how closely certain varieties (and subvarieties) are 
related. 
As for the use of the definite article, many of the minor dialects seem to behave like 
Sahidic, while other varieties (Bohairic and Fayyumic) definitely diverge since they 
make use of two sets of definite articles. This latter phenomenon will be focused on in 
the second half of the paper with the aim of exploring how these systems of 
determination worked as compared to Sahidic. 
2 About definiteness and reference 
The semantic and pragmatic notion of definiteness can be considered universal, its 
grammatical realization, however, is a language specific property.5 The definite article is 
a possible grammatical device to encode definiteness, undoubtedly a typical one, but it is 
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  About the Coptic dialects in general: inter alia Funk (1988); Kahle (1954: 193−278); Kasser 
(1991); Vergote (1973: 53−59); Worrell (1934: 63−82); and Egedi (2012: 17−28). 
4
  Text edition usually provide an introductory chapter with notes on the grammatical 
peculiarities of the manuscript they publish. These observations, however, principally fall into 
the above mentioned category of phonological and morphophonological variation. 
5
  For a general overview on definiteness, see Lyons (1999), esp. Chs. 1. and 7. and Abbott 
(2004). 
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far from being exclusive. Many languages have no article at all, since definiteness can be 
marked through case distinction, through aspect, through the position of the noun phrase, 
or the combination of more than one of the possible devices (van Gelderen 2011: 146).  
Furthermore, the extended use of possessive suffixes can easily fulfill the functions of 
determination. This strategy has been observed in several Uralic languages, as well as in 
Turkish (see inter alia Schroeder 2016: 585−598). At the same time, in languages that do 
have a definite article, the articles may behave quite differently from one language to 
another. There are also languages that may express definiteness by more (types of) 
determiners through distinguishing more than one set of definite articles. 
The question  that should be addressed first of all is what definiteness means in 
grammar. The basic function of the definite article (or any other grammatical strategy 
that encodes definiteness) is to identify the referent of the noun phrase: the speaker 
signals that the hearer is able to assign a referent for a certain noun phrase, either 
because it is accessible in the discourse, or because it is familiar to the hearer based on 
his/her general knowledge of the world.6 The existence and uniqueness of a referent 
referred to by a definite description must hold within the universe of discourse, which 
can be characterized by specific pragmatic parameters. This pragmatic set can even be 
very small (the immediately observable or just mentioned objects), or else, it can also be 
a considerably large set that includes all entities whose existence is universally accepted. 
The point is that the speaker and the hearer must share the relevant set in their discourse 
situation (cf. Hawkins 1991). 
The table below overviews the different ways how discourse referents can be 
identified in a conversation. The table is the result of a combined application of the 
models proposed by Himmelmann (1997, 1998, 2001) and Lyons (1999) who 
themselves relied on Hawkins (1978).7 The strategies for referential identification are 
illustrated through mini-discourses given in English, in the right column of the table: 
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  For another approach with quite similar distinctions, consider also the three types of mental 
structures for grounding referents in Givón (2001: 459−465). 
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Table 1. Strategies for referential identification 
anaphoric use “There's a new café in our street. We have nothing in the 
fridge. Let's go and see what we can get in the café.” 
associative-anaphoric use “There's a new café in our street. The cheesecake is just 
perfect!” / “The owner has just come back from Japan.” 
situational use 
= situational uniqueness 
“What does the cheesecake cost?”  
(here, in the café where we are at the moment) 
larger situational use 
= inherent uniqueness 
“The sun is shining brightly.”  
“I am never bored with the Italian cuisine” 
 
Anaphoric strategy is used when the object has been mentioned previously, like the café 
in the first row of Table 1. In associative-anaphoric use, the object itself was not 
concretely mentioned in the preceding textual context, its presence or existence is only 
assumed by association, as is the case with the cheesecake and the owner in the second 
row of the table. The situational use of definiteness means that the referent of the noun 
phrase is considered unique in the speech situation. In the above cited sentence “What 
does the cheesecake cost?”, the referent of the cheesecake can only be interpreted as 
unique if it is clear that we are speaking about the cheesecake that is sold in the café 
where we stay at the moment. Finally, inherently unique nouns are considered unique 
according to our knowledge of the world, so their referents can be identified 
independently of the speech situation. 
What is common in inherent uniqueness, situational uniqueness and associative-
anaphoric use is that they perform an extra-linguistic identification of reference. 
Whereas situational uniqueness is evidently not independent of the direct situation, 
inherent uniqueness is completely discourse-independent. The associative-anaphoric use 
is a more complex phenomenon: the referent of the noun phrase is identified 
anaphorically, but not in a direct way. The hearer (the reader), within a discourse 
situation, always activates a general, extra-linguistic knowledge in order to set a whole 
universe of possible referents which may be associated with the referents that were 
already introduced explicitly. Accordingly, the associative-anaphoric use is related to the 
larger situational use in another feature, since a general knowledge of the world is 
definitely needed for both, due to the fact that the referents are not present either in the 
previous discourse, or in the immediate speech situation. This feature has an important 
grammatical consequence as well: it has been universally observed that demonstratives 
can never be used in these two contexts. 
In the second part of the paper, the analysis will also rely on the semantic model of 
Sebastian Löbner (1985, 2011), who studied the interaction of determination with lexical 
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meaning. Löbner distinguishes four basic conceptual lexical types of nouns, his proposal 
is summarized in Table 2. below. Sortal nouns are prototypical nouns, which are 
compatible with all modes of determination. Individual nouns include proper names, 
personal pronouns, nouns for unique institutions, abstract nouns, etc., which can be 
assigned a unique referent in every appropriate context. The referents of relational nouns 
are characterized in terms of their particular relation to some other object, typically a 
possessor expression (e.g. kinship terms, terms for nonunique parts, deverbal nouns, 
etc.). Finally, functional nouns are relational nouns that are, at the same time, unique 
(typically kinship terms, body parts, abstract terms, dimensions, such as mother, author, 
head, age, price, etc.).8 The lexical types can be characterized by two binary features: 
inherently relational types are marked as [+R], while inherently unique types are marked 
as [+U]. 
 
Table 2. Basic conceptual lexical types of nouns (Löbner 2011) 
 –U +U 
–R sortal nouns <e,t> 
stone, book, adjective, water 
individual nouns <e> 
moon, weather, date, Maria 
+R relational nouns <e,<e,t> 
sister, leg, part, attribute 
functional nouns <e,e> 
father, head, age, subject 
 
The default use of inherently unique [+U] nouns is singular definite. Löbner (2011) 
claims that inherently unique concepts are semantically unique, while nonunique [−U] 
concepts can only be pragmatically unique, therefore he distinguishes congruent vs. 
incongruent definiteness. Extra marking of semantic/congruent definiteness is redundant 
in Löbner's model. This claim predicts that an asymmetry may easily develop in the 
grammatical encoding of semantic and pragmatic uniqueness. As will be shown, this 
prediction nicely corresponds to what we find when observing the distribution of Coptic 
articles in dialects with a double article system. 
3 Definite articles in Sahidic 
Examining the Sahidic system of definite articles might be an appropriate point of 
departure before turning to comparative considerations. The Sahidic articles present a 
couple of context-dependent allomorphs, as shown in examples (1) and (2) below: 
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(1) a. p-rwme b. tswše  c. Nrwme/swše 
  p-rôme  t-sôše   n-rôme/sôše 
  DEF.SG.M-man   DEF.SG.F-field  DEF.PL-man/field 
 ‘the man’  ‘the field’  ‘the men/fields’ 
 
(2) a. pexroou b. tesxime  c. nesnhu 
  pe-hroou  te-shime   ne-snêu 
  DEF.SG.M-voice   DEF.SG.F-woman  DEF.PL-brother 
  ‘the voice’  ‘the woman’  ‘brothers/siblings’ 
 
The articles are always proclitic and display the grammatical features of gender and 
number just as other determiners. This means that they have three allomorphs depending 
on the noun they are associated with − even though the noun itself does not present these 
morphological categories, except for irregular cases (e.g. snhu in (2c)). Accordingly, the 
articles have a masculine and a feminine form in singular, and a gender-independent 
plural form. 
The longer forms pe-, te-, ne- in (2) are conditioned by phonological constraints. 
Long articles are regularly attested before consonant clusters (more precisely before a 
complex syllable onset). Longer forms also appear with a few nouns denoting time 
expressions, such as pe-uoeiš pe-uoeiš ‘the time’, pe-xoou pe-hoou ‘the day’, te-rompe te-rompe ‘the year’, te-unou te-unou ‘the hour’, te-ušh te-ušê ‘the night’.9 
Definite determiners, including articles are collected in Table 3. below. They form a 
natural class in the sense that they mutually exclude each other and are always 
interpreted as definite. The determiners in the first two rows are usually considered 
simple articles without encoding deixis or possession. 
 
Table 3. Definite determiners in Sahidic 
 SG.M SG.F PL 
Definite article p-/pe- t-/te- N-/n-/ne- pi-determination pi- +- ni- 
Demonstrative article pei- tei- nei- 
Possessive article pef- tef- nef- 
 
In what follows, the so called pi-determination will shortly be discussed. The function of 
this series is not completely understood as sometimes it seems to be closer to 
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  For a full Formenlehre of Sahidic definite articles, one might consult the following grammars: 
Lambdin (1983: §§1.3, 17.2); Layton (2000: §52); Steindorff (1951: §136−139); Stern (1880: 
§§227−230); Till (1961: §§87−91, 94−99); Vergote (1983: §§121−122, 124−125). 
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demonstratives. As a matter of fact, the pi-series in Sahidic has often been described as 
the reduced form of the demonstrative article.10 It was Hans Jacob Polotsky (1957: 
229−230), who first listed exhaustively the four contexts in which the pi-series regularly 
appears: i.) it appears as a fixed component in temporal and spatial expressions, in which 
its function can clearly be derived from an earlier demonstrative meaning; ii.) it appears 
in comparative expressions of the form Nce N-ni- ‘like’, but always in plural form; iii.) 
it appears as an anaphoric identity marker11 in the reinforced expression pi-… N-ouwt 
‘the same…’; iv.) finally, the pi-series may have an affective/emotive use in attributive 
constructions, when something is described as admirable or horrible.12 
The use of pi-determination does not to be frequent in Sahidic. For example, apart 
from its appearance in set phrases (e.g. epikro n- e-pi-kro n- ‘across/beyond’), pi- can 
only be attested twice in the 5th century Gospel of John (P. Palau Ribes Inv 183, used as 
a test-corpus in my earlier studies),: 
 
(3) John 5:44, Sahidic (S) 
 peoou  pebol xitM  pi-oua  Nouwt  
p-eooy p-ebol hitm pi-oua  n-ouôt 
 DEF.SG.M-glory  DEF.SG.M-out from  DEF.SG.M-one  ADJZ-single 
 ‘How will ye be able to believe, taking glory from one another, and the glory 
which is from the/this only one ye seek not for.’13 
 
(4) John 9:11, Sahidic (S) 
 afouw¥b  je  pirwme  etoumoute  erof  je IS 
 a-f-ouôšb  če  pi-rôme  et-ou-moute  ero-f če   i<êsou>s 
 PF-3SG.M-answer  that  DEF.SG.M-man  REL-3PL-call  to-3SG.M   that Jesus 
‘he answered that the/this man who is called Jesus (is he who made clay and put 
it on my eyes…)’  
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  For the determiner pi- and its corresponding pronominal form ph-, see Lambdin (1983: 30.8. 
remote demonstratives); Layton (2000: §58. affective demonstrative); Steindorff (1951: §89 
and §136); Stern (1880: §§227); Vergote (1983: §§127−128). 
11
  The term is mine, cf. also Layton's (2000: §58) definition of this use as “insisting upon 
identification”. 
12
  The use of an emotional article is not unparalleled: it has been reported, for instance, in certain 
Polynesian languages to convey sympathy or belittlement, its main function being to add 
information about the speakers’ attitude, cf. Himmelmann (2001: 836), with references to the 
relevant literature. 
13
  The Coptic examples are cited after Quecke (1984). The translations are drawn from Horner’s 
edition of the Gospel with the relevant context. 
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The meaning of the sentence in (3) suggests a literal translation of ouwt ‘single’ and, 
consequently, the so called emotive use of pi- might be attested here. The quote in (4) 
forms part of a cleft-sentence. The speaker here does not simply answers a question, but 
also wants to focalize the agent of the event. This might be the reason for his using an 
affective determiner. (Note that the Lycopolitan London Gospel (Thompson 1924) has a 
simple definite article at the locus cited in (3), while Horner’s Sahidic version and the 
version in dialect W have a demonstrative pei- at the place cited in (4).) 
As will be shown in the following section, the Bohairic determiners that correspond 
in form to the Sahidic emotive article, have quite different functions. 
4 Definite articles in Bohairic 
Bohairic demonstrative and possessive articles do not present any peculiarity as 
compared with Sahidic. At the same time, definite articles appear to constitute a real 
double system, with two series of definite articles. The two series are traditionally called 
‘weak’ and ‘strong’ articles (see Table 4.). The longer forms (pe-, te-, ne-) attested in 
Sahidic are absent here, but aspirated allomorphs of the ‘weak’ series appear before 
sonorant consonants with a relative consistency.14  
 
Table 4. Definite determiners in Bohairic 
 SG.M SG.F PL 
‘Weak’ article p- / v- t- / c- nen- 
‘Strong’ article  pi- +- ni- 
Demonstrative article pai- tai- nai- 
Possessive article pef- tef- nef- 
 
(5) Early Bohairic (B4) 
 a. piom b. t-ve c. nenšhri  nabraam  
  p-iom  t-phe   nen-šêri  n-abraam 
  DEF:SG.M -sea   DEF:SG.F-sky  DEF:PL-son POSS-Abraham 
  ‘the sea’  ‘the sky’  ‘the sons of Abraham’ 
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  The Bohairic examples are early Bohairic, cited from P. Bodmer III (ed. by Kasser 1958). 
Example in (5c) can be found at John 8:39. On classical Bohairic articles, see: Stern (1880: 
§§226−227); Mallon (1907: §§41−44); Polotsky (1968: 243); Depuydt (1985); Shisha-Halevy 
(1994; 2007: 430−447). 
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(6) Early Bohairic (B4) 
 a. pirwmi b. +sximi  c. nirwmi 
  pi-rômi  ti-shimi   ni-rômi 
  DEF:SG.M-man   DEF:SG.F-woman  DEF:PL-man 
  ‘the man’  ‘the woman’  ‘the men’ 
 
Observe that the form n- seems to be entirely absent in Bohairic (but see Polotsky 
(1968) for a revision thereof). The form of the plural ‘weak’ article is rather nen-, but its 
use is quite restricted since it only appears on possessed nouns, as illustrated in (5c). In 
all other cases, plural noun phrases are determined by ni-. This asymmetry between the 
singular and the plural forms, of course, needs to be accounted for. 
According to Leo Depuydt (1985: 51) the two sets “cannot be studied regardless of 
their syntactical links with the two ‘genitive’ particles n- and nte-” because it is the 
possessive construction that conditions the determination of the first noun in the pattern. 
This claim, however, is an overgeneralization. In reality, only one of the possessive 
constructions is restricted in use, namely, the construction connected by n-: it has 
selectional criteria with respect to the lexical properties of the head noun which must be 
an inherently relational noun. As for the articles, the ‘weak’ series can appear in both 
possessive constructions, but in the construction mediated by n- only ‘weak’ articles can 
determine the possessed noun (Egedi 2012). At the same time, both ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ 
articles in singular appear independently, outside possessive constructions, and these 
uses have to be accounted for as well. 
Of course, the issue has already been discussed by many authors, who aimed to 
explain the functional difference of the two sets of Bohairic articles. The history of 
research is quite long. Even though the claims are not necessarily conflicting in the 
literature, the terminology is not uniform. Therefore a variety of definitions will be cited 
in Table 5. to illustrate the different opinions. After evaluating this table, a new proposal 
will be presented which aims to cover all the phenomena that can be observed in this 
dialect, and is based on distinguishing semantic vs. pragmatic definiteness. To support 
the hypothesis, a whole paragraph will be cited from the Gospel of John with an analysis 
that explains the distribution of the determiners. (Note that textual context is extremely 
important when examining strategies of determination; in this case isolated sentences are 
not informative enough.) 
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Table 5.  
 ‘weak’ articles ‘strong’ articles 
Stern (1880: §227) 
 
“(...) hat der schwächere artikel 
gewöhnlich eine allgemein bestimmende 
bedeutung, und findet daher vor 
generischen und abstracten begriffen 
seine anwendung”  
“(...) hat der starke artikel eine 
vereinzelnd und unterscheidend 
bestimmende bedeutung”  
 
Mallon (1907: §42)  “détermine d'une manière moins précise; 
il se place devant les noms génériques ou 
abstraits et devant les noms d'êtres 
uniques” 
“détermine avec plus de 
precision, il indique un individu 
en particulier” 
Polotsky (1968: 243) ‘generically’ ‘individual’ 
Depuydt (1985: 59) “- the indication of unique beings,  
- the generic use,  
- the use ‘par excellence’ (e.g. the river),  
which all derive from the basic notion of 
indicating one element of a genus as the 
representative of the entire genus” 
agrees on previous definitions 
Shisha-Halevy  
(1994: 233−234)  
and (2007: 389, 392) 
“the genus or class naming 
determination”  
“the determinator is deictically inert, 
non-phoric, properizing” 
---  “non-cohesive, pure actualization 
designative or naming article”  
“deictic, cohesive specifying 
article” 
“characterizes the noun as 
familiar and of high specificity” 
 
Earlier works cited here claim that weak articles have a generic function, and determine 
less precisely than strong articles do. Strong articles, on the other hand, indicate 
individual or particular reference. Mallon's definition already refers to the concept of 
uniqueness, which is a central notion in this paper. From Shisha-Halevy's complex 
explanation, it is worth picking out the non-phoric nature of weak articles, which is also 
in accordance with what will be proposed below. 
Based on the models presented in section 2, I propose to explain the distribution of 
the two series of article in the following way. Weak articles can be found with inherently 
unique nouns, both concrete and abstract nouns, whose referents can be identified 
through a general knowledge of the world, or else, through the knowledge of the actual 
situation. This would correspond to the strategies called situational use and larger 
situational use in section 2. Weak articles also appear with singular generic noun 
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phrases, because generics refer to kinds, and as such, they behave like labels, and are 
usually associated with an existential presupposition. Strong articles are anaphoric 
instead, that is to say, they are used in contexts where the referent of a noun phrase can 
only be identified in the given discourse. Accordingly, strong articles encode pragmatic 
uniqueness/definiteness in anaphoric and associative-anaphoric contexts. 
This proposal also accounts for the asymmetrical picture that has been observed in 
the case of plural noun phrases. Weak articles appear in possessive constructions as 
determiners on the possessed noun. Moreover, the plural weak article nen- can only 
appear in possessive constructions. This might allow as to assume that weak articles 
grammaticalized not only to encode inherently unique concepts, but to encode inherently 
relational concepts as well. 
 
Table 6. Basic conceptual lexical types and grammaticalized weak articles in Bohairic 
 –U +U 
–R sortal nouns <e,t> 
stone, book, adjective, water 
individual nouns <e> 
moon, weather, date, Maria 
+R relational nouns <e,<e,t> 
sister, leg, part, attribute 
functional nouns <e,e> 
father, head, age, subject 
 
From this proposal it naturally follows that weak articles either appear in singular with 
inherently unique nouns in situational or larger situational use, or they appear in both 
singular and plural in possessive constructions. The reason for the fact that the plural 
weak article nen never appears outside possessives is straightforward: inherently 
relational nouns may appear both in singular and plural, but an inherently unique concept 
will necessarily figure in a singular noun phrase. 
It might be useful to stop for a moment and to raise the question how we know that 
anaphoric, strong articles are indeed articles, rather than demonstratives. Marking 
discourse-anaphoric reference is one of the main functions of demonstratives as well. 
Moreover, as was indicated above, pi-determination in Sahidic still preserves some 
features of the original demonstratives from which it developed. However, Bohairic 
strong articles are different from the Sahidic pi-series. Bohairic strong articles are also 
used in associative-anaphoric contexts, in which no demonstrative can normally appear 
(cf. section 2 for this claim). This use is illustrated in (7) below: 
 
(7) John 11:17, Early Bohairic (B4) 
 afi  de  nje IHS  afjemf  eafouw  a-f-i  de  nče  iê<sous>s  a-f-čem-f  e-a-f-ouô 
 PF-3SG-come  SP  PTCL Jesus  PF-3SG-find-3SG SBRD.PF-3SG-complete 
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 eferD  nnexoou  4en-pi-mxau 
 e-f-er-4  n-n-ehoou  xen-pi-mhau  
 SBRD-3SG-do-4  PART-DEF.PL-day  in-DEF.SG.M-tomb 
 ‘Jesus came, and he found that he (Lazarus) had already been in the tomb four 
days.’  
 
In this sentence, “the tomb” is mentioned for the first time, but the noun phrase is 
determined by a strong article. The directly preceding context reports about the death of 
Lazarus and about the fact that Jesus wants to see the sight it happened. The referent of 
“the tomb” is not accessible either in the situation or in the previous discourse. It is 
definite, because its existence is taken for granted through association. This is a typical 
associative-anaphoric context, from which demonstratives are excluded by nature. Thus 
the determiner pi in examples such as (7), must be an article. 
Nevertheless, Coptic manuscripts do not appear as regular as it might be expected 
on the basis of the picture outlined above. A great oscillation, an apparently 
nonsystematic variation can be observed in the data. The same noun or noun phrase 
sometimes appears with a weak article, sometimes with a strong article. This overlap, 
however, can be derived from the twofold approach proposed here. The use of weak 
articles has been defined by semantic criteria, while the use of strong articles is purely 
defined by pragmatic criteria. Variation follows from the fact that such a system is very 
permissive with respect to the pragmatic definiteness. A concept which is unique or 
relational in a semantic sense, can always become anaphoric in a given discourse 
through the mere fact that it is mentioned repeatedly. This means that pragmatic factors 
can freely overwrite the basic conceptual types, and, at the end, it is the chosen strategy 
of referential identification that will select the appropriate article. 
Examining sentences in isolation is hardly ever informative enough, as far as 
referential properties are concerned. For this reason, a longer text sample has been 
chosen from the early Bohairic Gospel of John (P. Bodmer III. edited by Kasser 1958), 
where most types of referential identification can be studied. For sake of simplicity, 
glosses are not given for the whole excerpt, but the relevant noun phrases are high-
lightened both in the original Coptic text and in the English translation. An analysis of 
the determined noun phrases follows the citation. 
 
(8) John 6:16-21, Early Bohairic (B4) 
 etarouxi de ¥wpi anefmachths ei exrhi eviom . aualhi eujoi au¥e epat mpiiom ekavarnaoum neatyemts ouw es¥wpipe nempateIHS I xarwoupe . neapiiom de twoun ep¥wipe ntenoujinnifi nteuni¥+ nchou . etau<ou>ei ebol nKEnstasion ie L . aunau eIHS efmo¥i 
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xijenpiiom eaf4wnt epjoi . auerxo+ . ncof de pejaf nwou jeanokpe mpererxo+ . nau<ou>w¥ depe e¥opf erwou epijoi satotf apijoi moni epyro epima [enau]naxwl erof 
 “
16An evening having come, his disciples came down to the sea; 17and having 
entered into a ship, they were going across the sea to Kapharnaum. And the 
dusk had now come, and Jesus had not yet come to them. 18And the sea was 
heaving by the blow of a great wind. 19Having then been distant about twenty-
five stadia or thirty, they saw Jesus walking upon the sea, approaching the 
ship, and they feared. 20But he said to them: ‘It is me, do not be afraid’ 21They 
were wishing then to get him into the ship with them, and immediately the 
ship landed at the shore on the land to which they were to go.” 
 
The following list contains all the noun phrases of the text that are determined by a 
definite or an indefinite article. Each Coptic form is accompanied by its transcription, its 
translation and by the strategy with which the referent was identified. The strategy, of 
course, can only be defined in the knowledge of the textual context. 
 viom ph-iom ‘the sea’  first mention, but unique reference  oujoi ou-čoi ‘a ship’ first mention, new referent  piiom pi-iom ‘the sea’  unique reference, anaphoric  tyemts t-khemts ‘the darkness’  abstract noun, unique reference  piiom pi-iom ‘the sea’  unique reference, anaphoric  piiom pi-iom ‘the sea’  unique reference, anaphoric  pjoi p-čoi ‘the ship’  expected: anaphoric ? pijoi pi-čoi ‘the ship’  anaphoric  pijoi pi-čoi ‘the ship’  anaphoric  pyro p-khro ‘the shore’  relational  pima pi-ma ‘the place’  cataphoric  
 
The noun phrases that are mentioned more than once in the paragraph deserve a special 
attention here. The first mention of “the sea” has a weak article, as its referent is unique 
in the situation. In its second, third and fourth mention, “the sea” displays a strong article 
because of the anaphoric use of the same noun phrase (anaphoric use is marked by 
double check-marks in the right column of the list). The referent of “the ship” is neither 
inherently, nor situationally unique, so it has an indefinite article when mentioned for the 
first time. However, after having been introduced into the discourse, it is determined by 
the anaphoric, strong article. The only exception to this tendency can be found in (John 
6:19), marked by a question-mark in the list. The referent of “the ship” is expected to be 
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identified anaphorically, but it is the weak article that determines the phrase, in spite of 
the fact that neither is “the ship” unique in this context, nor it is a relational concept, like 
e.g. pyro “the shore”, later in the text. Unfortunately, in lack of native informants to 
test, one will never be able to decide whether this case is a real contradiction to the 
theory, or the use of the weak article might have an alternative source (e.g. the actual 
decision of the speaker/composer to consider the referent situationally unique and to 
suppress the anaphoric aspect of reference; very speculatively, a scribal error can never 
be excluded either). Of course, exceptions of this sort come up all the time. Dealing with 
a dead language will always have these limits, data can only be collected, counted and 
evaluated to produce statistical support for or against the theoretical claims. 
5 Definite articles in early Fayyumic 
Fayyumic is not among the most studied dialects of Coptic, in spite of the relatively long 
period its sources cover. A sketchy grammatical description has been provided by Till 
(1930), where observations are mostly based on classical Fayyumic texts. 
In a previous comparative study of possessive constructions in Coptic dialects 
(Egedi forthcoming), it has been found that the early Fayyumic grammar of possessives 
is quite similar to that of early Bohairic. Evidently, this observation pushed me to 
examine whether the model proposed for Bohairic in the last section can be applied to 
the system of determination in this dialect. Till's Chrestomathie (1930: 3) is laconic, 
simply listing the possible forms of articles with no interpretation. The nature of the only 
reference I found about the use of Fayyumic articles will clearly show how insufficiently 
this dialect has been described: in a footnote of his monograph on Bohairic syntax, Ariel 
Shisha-Halevy (2007: 387 n.28) quotes a letter from 2000, written by Wolf-Peter Funk, 
in which the latter scholar remarks that early Fayyumic (F4) is close to Bohairic as far as 
the plural article usage is concerned, while in singular the situation is similar to that of 
Mesokemic. 
The neglected status of the dialect has good reasons, of course. Early Fayyumic 
texts are few, and they are all very fragmentary. In a preliminary study presented here, I 
examined a single manuscript of the British Museum (BM Or. 5707, ed. by Crum and 
Kenyon 1900) that contains a short section from the Gospel of John (3:5−4:49). In this 
text 122 simple, definite determiners could be identified. According to this investigation, 
early Fayyumic turned out to have a double system as well, with two series of definite 
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articles, both in singular and plural.15 Table 7. below summarizes the uses of the 
occurrences, with the number of tokens given in parenthesis. 
 
Table 7. Definite determiners in the early Fayyumic ms. BM Or. 5707 
 SG.M SG.F PL 
possessed (10) nen- 
inherently/situational unique (70) − 
generic (7+7) 
p-/pe- t-/te- 
direct anaphor (8) pi- +- ni- 
art.+rel.conv. (16) p- et- t-et- n-et- 
art.+N+rel.conv. (4) p- ... et- no data no data 
 
The longer forms pe-, te- can be attested with the same conditions as in Sahidic. Weak 
articles appear with possessed nouns on the one hand, and with unique nouns on the 
other (encoding both inherently uniqueness and situational uniqueness). Weak articles 
stand with generic noun phrases in singular, while generics in plural are determined by 
the strong article. Strong article can be found in direct anaphoric use elsewhere, as was 
expected on the basis of Bohairic patterns. It must be noted that there are two cases of 
strong articles which, considering the textual context, are not used anaphorically, but 
seem to mark contrast instead. Finally, the short, weak article regularly appears (both in 
singular and in plural) if it is heading a relative clause. This latter group of data seems to 
be special in the sense that the distinction of semantic vs. pragmatic uniqueness is 
neutralized in this syntactic context, and the definite determiner has a single, invariable 
form in this position. 
6 Concluding remarks with some typological considerations 
No doubt, such a complex hypothesis should be tested more widely, i.e. in a larger 
corpus that involves texts from more periods and from various registers (this latter, for 
instance, might be a relevant aspect in the case of classical and late Fayyumic). In this 
study, only early texts have been examined, dating to the fourth or fifth centuries. 
As for the moment, let me consider some typological and diachronic facts that might 
support the hypothesis advanced in the previous sections. The division between semantic 
and pragmatic uniqueness in grammatical systems that make use of two distinct sets of 
                                                 
15
  The same survey has been carried out in another, shorter manuscript, BM. Or. 6948 (ed. by 
Gaselee 1909), which contains fragments from the Acts, and a similar system has been found 
as far as the forms of the articles are concerned. 
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articles is not exceptional. A very similar distribution has been observed, for instance, in 
many German dialects. The two sets are usually referred to as weak vs. strong articles or 
reduced vs. full form of articles. Weak articles usually appear to encode (situational or 
larger situational) uniqueness, while strong articles are claimed to have an anaphoric 
nature.16 
Interestingly, the distinction between semantic and pragmatic uniqueness may have 
a crucial role in language change as well. Investigating the early use of the article in Old 
Hungarian, it has been claimed that the new determiner, which developed during the 
individual history of the language17, first appeared to encode pragmatic definiteness only 
(Egedi 2013, 2014). The use of the article only extended to inherently unique nouns, to 
generics and the possessed nouns at a later stage of the language. Furthermore, in some 
Slavic language varieties, in which a relatively new article is in use, a similar 
phenomenon has been observed: the new article typically appears to mark pragmatic 
uniqueness (cf. Czardybon (2012) for the Upper Silesian dialect of Polish; Breu (2004) 
and Scholze (2012) for Colloquial Upper Sorbian spoken in Eastern Saxony). 
Löbner (2011), whose semantic model was adopted in this paper, also assumed that 
in languages where article derives from a demonstrative, it is a usual scenario that there 
is a stage when only incongruent definiteness (i.e. pragmatic uniqueness) is marked by 
the definite article. However, this generalization has not been justified so far by a 
comparative and exhaustive empirical study. What has been found in the history of 
Hungarian suggests that distinguishing two kinds of definiteness might be revealing not 
only in understanding synchronic systems with two sets of articles, but in reconstructing 
diachronic processes as well. What is needed, therefore, is collecting and studying 
relevant data from languages that do have historical sources and the article can be 
assumed to have emerged during their written history. Ancient Egyptian, more precisely 
the transition from Middle to Late Egyptian, is a perfect candidate for this task. It would 
                                                 
16
  Languages (mainly German dialects) in which a double article system has been reported: the 
Frisian dialect of Fering (Ebert 1971); see also Himmelmann (1997: 54−-55) with further 
references to earlier literature on Rhineland dialects; about the Low German dialects of the 
North Sea region and Scandinavian languages, see Schroeder (2006); about the semantics of 
contracted vs. non-contracted forms in Standard German prepositional phrases, see Schwarz 
(2009); for Swiss German, consult Studler (2011). In some languages the opposition emerges 
in the form of simple marking vs. double marking (e.g. Swedish). For similar double systems 
in other, unrelated languages, e.g. Hausa and Lakhota, see Lyons (1999: 53-54). 
17
  The closest relative languages, Khanty and Mansi, do not have an article. Neither does the 
majority of Uralic languages have one. Whether the emergence of the Hungarian definite 
article is due to an internal innovation, or is the result of some sort of contact situation is still a 
matter of debate. 
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not be the first time when describing the grammar of Coptic contributed to a better 
understanding of the earlier stages. 
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